Abstract. We consider the mild solution u f ( 0) of a well-posed nonhomogeneous Cauchy problem
Introduction
In what follows X will denote a Banach space and L (X) will be the Banach space of all bounded linear operators acting on X: The norms on X and L (X) will be denoted by k k :
Let T = fT (t)g t>0 be a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators acting on X with infinitesimal generator (G D(G)) and uniformly growth bound ω 0 (T) := inf t>0 ln(kT(t)k) t :
We will denote by ρ(G) R(z G) and respectively σ(G) the resolvent set, the resolvent operator and the spectrum of G . It is well-known (see e.g . 11] ) that the mild solution of the well-posed abstract Cauchy problem u(t) = G(u(t)) t > 0 u(0) = x 2 X 348 CONSTANTIN BUŞE, CONSTANTIN P. NICULESCU AND JOSIP PEČARIĆ is a trajectory of the semigroup T:
We consider now the non-autonomous Cauchy problem
where A(t) are linear operators on X x 2 X and f is a X -valued, locally Bochner integrable function on R + : For suitable differential operators A(t) these equations describe, for instance, diffusion processes with time dependent diffusion coefficients or boundary conditions, as well as the evolution of quantum mechanical systems with time varying potential. Further, important partial differential equations on non-cylindrical domains can be formulated as non-autonomous Cauchy problems, see 4]. The mild solutions of such well-posed Cauchy problems lead to a strongly continuous evolution family U := fU(t s)g t>s>0 of bounded linear operators on X that is, 
has a bounded solution for every continuous and bounded function f : R + ! X then the homogeneous systemu
is exponentially stable, that is, there exist the constants N > 0 and ν > 0 such that
is the evolution family on X associated with the system (A(t)):
In order to define the evolution semigroup associated with a strongly continuous and exponentially bounded evolution family on X let us consider the following Banach functions spaces:
Here L p (R + X) denotes the Banach space of all Bochner measurable functions f :
C 00 (R + X) is the Banach space (endowed with the sup norm) of all continuous functions f : R + ! X such that
The evolution semigroup 
Results
It is known, see for example 3], that u f ( 0) belongs to E p for every f 2 E p if and only if the evolution family U is exponentially stable. Related result is given in the Theorem 3 below. For each t > 0 we consider the function g t defined by:
LEMMA 1. We suppose that the evolution family U is uniformly stable, that is,
Proof. An easy computation, based on 16], Lemma 2.2, yields
In order to prove that g t is a L p -function we remark that kg t k p p = I 1 + I 2 where
Clearly,
while for I 1 we have
Finally we obtain:
The proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
We make the following assumption about the family U :
Assumption 1 t > s > 0g is a strongly continuous and uniformly stable evolution family on C which fails Assumption 1. We remind that a X -valued function f on R + is called absolutely continuous if for each positive real number a the restriction of f to the interval 0 a] is absolutely continuous.
In the following we will suppose that X is a Radon-Nikodým space, that is, every X -valued, absolutely continuous function is differentiable almost everywhere on compact subintervals of R + : Examples of such spaces are the reflexive Banach spaces (particularly, the Hilbert spaces). If X is a Radon-Nikodým space and f is a Xvalued absolutely continuous function on R + then its derivative f 0 is locally Bochner integrable. See 6] .
The Sobolev space W 0 p1 (R + X) consists of all X -valued, absolutely continuous functions f on R + such that f (0) = 0 and Proof. Based on the relation (2.1) it is easy to see that for every t > 0 the map s 7 ! (T 0 (t) f )(s) is an absolutely continuous function. Using the fact that (T 0 (t) f ) 0 = T p (t) f 0 almost everywhere on R + and the fact that T p (t) acts on L p (R + X) it follows that T 0 (t) acts on W 0 p1 (R + X): Moreover, the maps
are continuous, see 2], 3] for details, and therefore 
where the result from the above Lemma 2 was used. Similar result holds for almost everywhere τ > t: Then using the above Lemma 1, we get:
From the Principle of Uniform Boundedness it follows that there exists a positive constant K p such that:
Let µ be a given real number. In order to obtain (2.3) put U µ := fe ;iµ(t;s) U(t s) : t > s > 0g instead of U : Nothing that the evolution semigroup associated to U µ is given by T 0 µ (t) = e ;iµt T 0 (t):
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions in Theorem 3 we have:
If, in addition, T 0 is analytic then T 0 is exponentially stable. In this case if the family T := fU(t 0) : t > 0g is a strongly continuous semigroup then it is exponentially stable too.
Proof. The first part follows by Theorem 3 above and The following result can be stated: 
Now apply the above result of van Neerven in order to complete the proof. 
